AN INSANELY CLEAN WORKSPACE TO BE CREATIVE
The WELD Table is the result of a collaboration between Klevr and WELD that has resulted in a killer table
for shared workspaces where power users can get things done in a clutter-free environment.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST EVER WORK TABLE WITH BUILT-IN  CHARGERS.
NEVER LOSE BATTERY AGAIN.
Nothing kills the creative flow like a dead battery. For years, we've watched power hungry creatives search their spaces for juice.
We've searched and searched for a better way to no avail, so we finally decided to put an end to the madness.
Working on a laptop and need power? Have a smartphone that's about to die? Just pull up a retractable cable and plug in.
Come to work without your bag weighed down with cords and adapters and still work a full day without running out of juice.
And the dual-cable retraction mechanisms can be configured with pretty much any adapters you want1.
BUILT-IN POWER FOR ANYTHING ELSE
There's more power in this table than pretty much anyone needs. There are sixteen 110v outlets on top, so you could power
four iMacs, eight external drives, four chargers for four drone and camera batteries, and still be able to charge four additional
MacBooks and four iPhones from the separate built-in retraction mechanisms. And it's all powered by a single 20A cord
that plugs into any standard commercial wall socket. In addition, there are nine outlets on the inside of the table
that power the eight built-in retractable cables and provide an extra outlet2 for a device such as a concealed wireless access point.
DREAM AND SHARE IDEAS AT ANY MOMENT
Dry erase marker board tops let you be creative at any moment. Capture a thought. Share an idea. Anywhere.
Just grab a dry erase pen from the handy storage wells in the middle of the table and get drawing.
Or scribble down a phone number or shopping list without scrambling for pen and paper.
The tool-free design of the WELD Table provides marker board desktops that are reversible
so you can get twice the lifespan by simply flipping them should one get damaged.
ARE YOU READY TO SUPERCHARGE YOUR WORKSPACE?

1. The dual-cable retraction mechanisms require approx 66 inches for one cable and 73 inches for the other. The large diameter pulleys
are gentle on cords, so you can configure them with pretty much any cable you want, even power adapters for non-Apple laptops.
2. Depending on the table's internal configuration, there may be numerous internal outlets available for additional devices.

The WELD Table by Klevr is available in two configurations, with or without the "Tech Package" which includes the four internal
dual-cable retraction mechanisms along with cables and adapters. Both configurations include the central power strip.
The WELD Table is available now. We can produce them with a variety
of desktop surfaces and finishes and with a choice of cables and adaptors.
Please contact us for more information.
Just imagine what Klevr and WELD could do for your space.
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